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Abstract. Identifying the characteristics of biological systems through
physical experimentation, is restricted by the resources available, which
are limited in comparison to the size of the parameter spaces being in-
vestigated. New tools are required to assist scientists in the eective
characterisation of such behaviours. By combining articial intelligence
techniques for active experiment selection, with a microuidic experi-
mentation platform that reduces the volumes of reactants required per
experiment, a fully autonomous experimentation machine is in develop-
ment to assist biological response characterisation. Part of this machine,
an articial experimenter, has been designed that automatically proposes
hypotheses, then determines experiments to test those hypotheses and
explore the parameter space. Using a multiple hypotheses approach that
allows for representative models of response behaviours to be produced
with few observations, the articial experimenter has been employed in
a laboratory setting, where it selected experiments for a human scientist
to perform, to investigate the optical absorbance properties of NADH.
1 Introduction
Biological systems exhibit many complex behaviours, for which there are few
models. Take for example the proteins known as enzymes, which are believed to
act as biochemical computers [19]. Whilst much is understood within a physio-
logical context, there exists a wide parameter space not yet investigated that may
open up the development of biological computers. However, such investigation
is restricted by the available resources, which require eective usage to explore
the parameter spaces. Biological reactants add an additional problem, as they
can undergo undetectable physical changes, which will alter the way they react,
leading to observations not representative of the true underlying behaviours.
There is therefore need for a new tool, which can aid the creation of response
models of biological behaviours. Presented here are articial intelligence tech-
niques, designed to build models of response behaviours, investigated through an
eective exploration of the parameter space. Key to this is the use of a multiple
hypotheses technique, which helps manage the uncertainties present in exper-
imentation with few, potentially erroneous, observations. These algorithms, or
articial experimenter, will in the future work with an automated lab-on-chip
experiment platform, to provide a fully autonomous experimentation machine.An Articial Experimenter for Enzyme Characterisation 43
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Fig.1. Flow of experimentation between an articial experimenter and an automated
experimentation platform. A prototype of a lab-on-chip platform in development for
conducting the experiments on is shown.
Autonomous experimentation is a closed-loop technique, which computation-
ally builds hypotheses and determines experiments to perform, with chosen ex-
periments being automatically performed by a physical experimentation plat-
form, as shown in Fig.1. Currently few examples of such closed-loop experimen-
tation systems exist in the literature [20,12,8], whilst another approach provided
the articial experimenter computational side of the system [9]. Of those that
do exist, none consider learning from a small number of observations that could
be erroneous. One approach works within a limited domain using extensive prior
information to produce a set of hypotheses likely to contain the true hypothe-
sis, allowing the experiment selection strategy to focus on identifying the true
hypothesis from a set of hypotheses as cost eectively as possible [8]. However,
as such prior knowledge does not exist in the domain of interest to us, our tech-
niques must use also experiments to build a database of information to hypoth-
esise from. Additionally, active learning considers algorithms that sequentially
select the observations to learn from [11,5], however the current literature does
not consider learning from small and potentially erroneous sets of observations.
Here we consider the development of an articial experimenter, where in
Section 2 we rst consider the issues of building hypotheses in situations where
observations are limited and potentially erroneous. Next in Section 3 we consider
how such hypotheses can be separated, to eciently identify the true hypothesis
from a set of potential hypotheses, where we introduce a maximum discrepancy
algorithm that is able to outperform a selection of existing active learning strate-
gies. In Section 4 we present the design for an articial experimenter, which is
evaluated through simulation in Section 5 and in a laboratory setting in Sec-
tion 6, to show proof-of-concept of the techniques developed.
2 Hypothesis Manager
The goal for the hypothesis manager is to develop accurate response predictions
of the underlying behaviours being investigated, with as few experiments as pos-
sible. A key issue is dealing with erroneous observations, which are not represen-
tative of the true underlying behaviour being investigated. Whilst the validity of
all observations could be determined through repeat experiments, doing so will
cut into the resources available for investigating and identifying uncharacterised44 Lovell et al.
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Fig.2. Validity of observations aecting hypothesis proposal. Hypotheses (lines) are
formed after observations (crosses) are obtained. In (a), h1 formed after A and B are
obtained questions the validity of C, whilst h2 and h3 consider all observations to be
valid with diering levels of accuracy. In (b), D looks to conrm the validity of C,
however now h4 and h5 dier in opinion about the validity of B.
behaviours. Therefore a hypothesis manager should employ computational meth-
ods to handle such uncertainty, built with the view that computation is cheap
compared to the cost of experimentation, meaning that computational complex-
ity is unimportant, so long as a solution is feasible.
In experimentation, all observations will be noisy, both in terms of the re-
sponse value returned and also in the experiment parameter requested. Such
noise can be thought of as being Gaussian, until a better noise model can be
determined experimentally. As such, we consider a hypothesis as taking the form
of a least squares based regression. In particular we use a spline based approach,
since it is well dened, can be placed within a Bayesian framework to provide
error bars and does not impose a particular spectral scale [18]. A hypothesis is
built from a subset of the available observations, a smoothing parameter and a
set of weights for the observations, which we will discuss more later.
Erroneous observations however, add a dierent type of noise, which can be
considered as shock noise that provides an observation unrepresentative of the
true underlying behaviour. The noise from an erroneous observation is likely
to be greater than experimental Gaussian noise, meaning that potentially erro-
neous observations can be identied as observations that do not agree with the
prediction of a hypothesis. The term potentially erroneous is important, as if
an observation does not agree with a hypothesis, it may not be the observation
that is incorrect, but rather the hypothesis that is failing to model an area of the
experiment parameter space. In such limited resource scenarios, when presented
with an observation that does not agree with a hypothesis, the hypothesis man-
ager needs to determine whether it is the observation or the hypothesis, or both,
which are erroneous.
A possible solution to this problem is to consider multiple hypotheses in par-
allel, each with a diering view of the observations. Such multiple hypotheses
techniques are promoted in philosophy of science literature, as they can ensureAn Articial Experimenter for Enzyme Characterisation 45
alternate views are not disregarded without proper evaluation, making exper-
imentation more complete [4]. Whilst there are multiple hypotheses based ap-
proaches in the literature that produce hypotheses from random subsets of the
observations available [6,1], we believe additional more principled techniques
can be applied to aid hypothesis creation. In particular, when a conicting ob-
servation and hypothesis are identied, the hypothesis can be rened into 2
new hypotheses, one that considers the observation to be true, and one that
considers the observation to be erroneous. To achieve this, the parameters of
the hypothesis are copied into the new hypotheses, however one hypothesis is
additionally trained with the potentially erroneous observation having a high
weighting, whilst the other is additionally trained with that observation having
a zero weighting. By giving the observation a higher weighting, the hypothesis
considers the observation to be valid, by having its regression prediction forced
closer to that observation. Whilst the zero weighting of the observation makes the
hypothesis consider the observation erroneous and removes it from the regression
calculation. The handling of potentially erroneous observations through multiple
hypotheses, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Next we consider how these hypotheses can
be used to guide experiment selection.
3 Eective Separation of the Hypotheses
With the hypothesis manager providing a set of competing hypotheses, there is
now the problem of identifying the hypothesis that best represents the true un-
derlying behaviour. To do this we consider methods of separating the hypotheses
using experimental design and active learning techniques, evaluated on a sim-
ulated set of hypotheses. As the hypotheses will be built from the same small
set of observations, their predictions are likely to be similar to each other, with
some dierences coming from potentially erroneous observations. Therefore, the
metric we are interested in, is how well the separation methods perform when
the hypotheses have dierent levels of similarity. To do this the techniques pre-
sented will be evaluated using abstract sets of hypotheses, which are described
through a single parameter of similarity.
3.1 Techniques
Design of experiments, sequential learning and active learning techniques have
considered this problem of hypothesis separation. In particular there is the ex-
perimental design technique of T-optimality [2]. However the authors suggest
that such designs can perform poorly if the most likely hypothesis is similar to
the alternate hypotheses or if there is experimental error [2], which is likely in the
experimentation scenario we consider. Whilst many active learning techniques
consider this problem in a classication scenario, where there are discrete predic-
tions from the hypotheses [15], meaning that such techniques will require some
alteration for a regression problem. The technique we apply to make this alter-
ation, is to use the predictions of the hypotheses as the dierent classication
labels.46 Lovell et al.
In the following, an experiment parameter is represented as x, with its asso-
ciated observation y. Hypotheses, hi(x), can provide predictions for experiment
parameters through ^ hi(x). Each hypothesis can have its condence calculated
based on the existing observations as:
C(h) =
1
N
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where N is the number of observations available. A hypothesis calculates its
belief that parameter x brings about observation y through:
Phi (yjx) = exp
0
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where 2
i will be kept constant for the abstract hypotheses in the simulated
evaluation presented in this section, but is substituted for the error bar of the
hypothesis when applied to real hypotheses discussed in Section 5 and Section 6.
Additionally, where observations are to be predicted, the hypotheses provide pre-
dictions through substituting y for ^ h(x). Finally, the working set of hypotheses
under consideration is dened as H, which has a size of jHj. We now consider
dierent active learning techniques.
Variance The dierence amongst a group of hypotheses has been previously
considered through looking at the variance of the hypotheses predictions [3].
Experiments are selected where the variance of the predictions is greatest. So as
to allow for previous experiments to be taken into consideration on subsequent
calls to the experiment selection method, the condence of the hypothesis can
be used to provide a weighted variance of the predictions, based on how well
each hypothesis currently matches the available observations:
x
Var = arg max
x
k
jHj X
i=1
C (hi)

^ hi(x)   
2
(3)
where
 =
1
P
i=1 C(hi)
jHj X
i=1
C(hi)^ hi(x) (4)
and k is a normalising constant for weighted variance.
KL Divergence The Kullback-Liebler divergence [10], has been employed as a
method for separating hypotheses where there are discrete known labels [13]:
x
KLM = arg max
x
1
jHj
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
j=1
Phi

^ hj(x)jx

log
Phi

^ hj(x)jx

PH

^ hj(x)jx
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where
PH

^ hj(x)jx

=
1
jHj
jHj X
k=1
Phk

^ hj(x)jx

(6)
which is the consensus probability between all hypotheses that the observation
yj will be obtained, within some margin of error, when experiment x is per-
formed. This discrepancy measure selects the experiment that causes the largest
mean dierence between the individual hypotheses and the consensus over the
observation distributions.
In its current form this approach requires hypotheses that do not match
the observations to be removed. However, if Phi(^ hj(x)jx) is multiplied by the
condence of the hypothesis, C(hi), and the normalising term 1
jHj in (5) and (6)
is replaced with the inverse of sum of the condences, 1
C, the impact a hypothesis
has on the decision process can be scaled by its condence.
Bayesian Surprise The KL divergence has also been applied to formulate a
notion of surprise, within a Bayesian framework [7]. The prior probability is
determined from the available observations:
Phi(Y jX) =
1
n
n X
j=1
Phi(yjjxj) (7)
Whilst the predicted posterior probability also takes into consideration what the
new probability of the hypothesis would be if a particular experiment xp was
performed that resulted in a specic yp:
Phi(Y;ypjX;xp) =
1
n + 1
(nPhi(Y jX) + Phi(ypjxp)) (8)
Using these distributions, we consider all predicted observations to determine a
surprise term:
x
surprise = arg min
x
1
jHj
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
j=1
K

hi;^ hj(x)

(9)
where K is the KL divergence to provide Bayesian surprise [7]
K (hi;yj) = Phi (Y;yjjX;x)log
Phi (Y;yjjX;x)
Phi (Y jX)
(10)
Importantly the experiment with the lowest KL divergence is selected, so
as to nd the experiment that weakens all hypotheses. If the maximum value
were used, it would select the experiment that improves all hypotheses, which by
denition will limit the dierence between the hypotheses. It can be shown using
the framework presented here, that using the minimum KL divergence value
results in a better performing discrepancy technique than using the maximum
KL divergence.48 Lovell et al.
Maximum Discrepancy Separating the hypotheses can be thought of as iden-
tifying experiments that maximise the disagreement between the predictions of
hypotheses. Mathematically we consider maximising the integration of the dif-
ferences between all of the hypotheses, over all possible experiment outcomes:
A =
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
j=1
Z
(hi   hj)
2 dyt (11)
where the likelihood function Ph(yjx) can be used to determine the dierences
in the hypotheses:
A =
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
j=1
Z  
Phi(yjx)   Phj(yjx)
2
dy (12)
then as Phi(yjx) is a Gaussian distribution, and distinct y can be taken from the
predictions of the hypotheses, we can formulate a discrepancy measure:
x
discrepancy = arg max
x
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
i=j
1   Phi

^ hj(x)jx

(13)
where we look for the experiment parameter where the hypotheses disagree the
most. Next a method of using the prior information is required. On subsequent
runs, the discrepancy within the sets of currently agreeing hypotheses should be
found, whilst also taking into consideration how well those hypotheses t the
observations. The disagreement term, 1 Phi (yjjx), can therefore be multiplied
by P(hi;hjjD), dened as:
P(hi;hjjD) = C(hi)C(hj)S(hijhj) (14)
where
S(hi;hj) =
1
N
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n=1
exp
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2
22
i
1
C
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is the similarity between two hypotheses predictions for the previously performed
experiments, with i coming from the error bar of hi at x for real hypotheses,
and is kept constant in the abstract trial discussed next.
3.2 Hypothesis Separation Results
To evaluate the experiment selection techniques, an arbitrary function is used
to create a set of potential training observations. These observations are dis-
torted from the function through Gaussian noise, where the amount of noise is
the parameter that controls how dierent the hypotheses in the set are. Twenty
hypotheses are then trained from random subsets of the training observations
using an arbitrary regression technique. The hypotheses are then compared toAn Articial Experimenter for Enzyme Characterisation 49
Table 1. Number of experiments until the hypothesis with the highest condence is
the true hypothesis. The similarity is shown as the Gaussian noise applied to the initial
training data, where a noisier set of training data provides hypotheses less similar to
each other. The best strategy in each case is highlighted in bold.
Hypothesis Similarity Strategy
(increasing order) Random Variance Max Discrepancy Surprise KL Divergence
N(0;4
2) 3 2 2 3 2
N(0;2
2) 8 4 3 7 4
N(0;1
2) 18 7 7 13 11
each other, with the hypothesis that is most similar to all other hypotheses be-
ing chosen to act as the true hypothesis. The training observations are then dis-
carded. The true hypothesis provides the observations for the experiments that
the active learning techniques request, distorted by Gaussian noise N(0;0:52).
The goal is for the active learning techniques to provide evidence to make the
true hypothesis have the sustained highest condence of all the hypotheses in
consideration, where the techniques do not know which is the true hypothesis.
Shown in Table 1 are the results for the average number of experiments, over
100 trials, required for the most condent hypothesis to be the true hypothe-
sis, for sets of hypotheses of increasing similarity. As the similarity between the
hypotheses increases, it is clear that the variance and maximum discrepancy
experiment selection techniques provide the most ecient methods for selecting
experiments to separate the hypotheses. However, the variance approach can
suer if there is a hypothesis that makes a prediction that is signicantly dif-
ferent to the other hypotheses. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), alongside an example
set of hypotheses in (b), the variance approach can select an experiment where
the majority of the hypotheses have the same view, which will likely result in
no information gain from that observation. The maximum discrepancy approach
however, provides a more robust approach at selecting experiments to separate
hypotheses and as such, it will form the basis for the experiment selection strat-
egy employed by the articial experimenter. The design of which we discuss in
the next section.
4 Articial Experimenter
Building on the concepts discussed earlier of multiple hypotheses and maximum
discrepancy experiment selection, we now discuss the design of the articial
experimenter. To begin a number of exploratory experiments are performed, po-
sitioned equidistant in the parameter space. In the simulated and laboratory
evaluation, 5 experiments are initially performed. After these experiments are
performed, an initial set of working hypotheses are created using random subsets
of the available observations and randomly selected smoothing parameters. The
smoothing parameter is chosen from a set of predetermined smoothing param-
eters that allow for a range of ts. Initially 200 hypotheses are created in this50 Lovell et al.
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Fig.3. In (a) is an illustration of where the variance approach can fail, where the solid
line is the experiment parameter chosen by the variance approach and dashed is where
the maximum discrepancy approach chooses, for the hypotheses shown as curved lines.
The variance approach is mislead by a single hypothesis. In (b) is an example set of
hypotheses used to test the dierent active learning techniques for separating a corpus
of similar hypotheses, where the bold hypothesis is the true hypothesis.
manner. The observations are then compared against all of the hypotheses to
nd observations that do not agree with the hypotheses. An observation is de-
termined to be in disagreement with a hypothesis, if that observation is outside
the 95% error bar for the hypothesis. If a hypothesis and observation disagree,
the parameters of the hypothesis are used to build 2 new hypotheses. These 2
new hypotheses are renements, where one hypothesis will consider the obser-
vation as valid by applying a weight of 100 to the observation, whilst the other
hypothesis considers the observation erroneous by applying a weight of 0 to the
observation. All 3 hypotheses are then retained in the working set of hypotheses.
After this process of renement, the hypotheses are evaluated against all
available observations, using the condence function in Eqn. 1. For computa-
tional eciency, the worst performing hypotheses can at this stage be removed
from the working set of hypothesis. Currently the best 20% hypotheses are kept
into the next stage of experimentation, as initial tests have indicated that higher
percentages provided little additional benet and only increased the computa-
tional complexity.
Next a set of experiments to perform are determined by evaluating the hy-
potheses with the discrepancy equation:
D(x) =
jHj X
i=1
jHj X
j=1

1   Phi

^ hj(x)jx

C(hi)C(hj)S(hi;hj) (16)
with the error bars of the hypotheses providing i for Eqn. 2. Whilst the dis-
crepancy approach has been shown to be ecient in identifying the best tting
hypothesis from a set of hypotheses, it is not designed to explore the param-
eter space to help build those hypotheses. Therefore, to promote exploration,
the peaks of Eqn. 16 are used to determine the locations for the set of experi-
ments to next perform. This allows experiments to be performed that investigate
dierences between the hypotheses in several areas of the parameter space. Addi-An Articial Experimenter for Enzyme Characterisation 51
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Fig.4. Underlying behaviours used to evaluate the articial experimenter, motivated
from possible enzyme experiment responses.
tionally, repeat experiments are not performed. The set of experiments are then
performed sequentially, where after each experiment is performed, a new set of
hypotheses are created, merged with the working hypotheses, which are rened,
evaluated and reduced in the process described previously. Once all experiments
in the set are performed, a new set of experiments are determined by evaluating
the current working set of hypotheses with the discrepancy equation again.
5 Simulated Results
Evaluating the ability of the technique to build suitable models of biological re-
sponse characteristics, requires underlying behaviours to compare the predictions
against. Whilst documented models of the enzymatic behaviours to be investi-
gated do not exist, there are some possible characteristics that may be observed
dened in the literature. In Fig. 4 we consider three potential behaviours, moti-
vated from the literature, where (a) is similar to Michaelis-Menton kinetics [14],
(b) is similar to responses where there is a presence of cooperativity between
substrates and enzymes [17], whilst (c) considers nonmonotonic behaviours that
may exist in enzymatic responses [19].
To perform the simulation, we assume that a behaviour being investigated
is captured by some function f(x). Calls to this function produce an observa-
tion y, however, experimental noise in both the observations obtained () and
the experiment parameters (), deviate this observation from the true response.
Additionally, erroneous observations can in some experiments occur through a
form of shock noise (). Whilst  and  may occur in all experiments, represented
through a Gaussian noise function,  will only occur for a small proportion of
experiments and will be in the form of a larger oset from the true observation.
Therefore we use the following function to represent performing an experiment:
y = f(x + ) +  +  (17)
with the goal of the articial experimenter being to determine a function g(x)
that suitably represents the behaviours exhibited by f(x).
In the simulation,  = N(0;0:52) for all experiments and  = N(3;1) for
20% of the experiments performed, with one of the rst 5 being guaranteed to52 Lovell et al.
be erroneous. Shock noise  is currently not used for clarity of results. In each
trial, 5 initial experiments are performed, with a further 15 experiments being
chosen through an active learning technique. In addition to the multiple hy-
potheses approach presented here, for comparison a single hypothesis approach
is tested that is trained with all available observations, using cross-validation to
determine the smoothing parameter. The single hypothesis approach is evalu-
ated using two experiment selection methods, which are random selection and
placing experiments where the error bar of the hypothesis is maximal. The multi-
ple hypotheses approach is evaluated using three experiment selection methods,
which are random selection, the multiple peaks of the discrepancy equation as
presented previously, and choosing the single highest peak of the discrepancy
equation for each experiment. For each technique and underlying behaviour, 100
trials are conducted, with the bias and variance of the most condent hypothesis
of each trial compared to the true underlying behaviour, being used to evaluate
the techniques:
E =
1
N
N X
n=1
 
  b(xn)   f(xn)
2
+
1
M
M X
m=1

^ bm(xn)   b(xn)
2
!
(18)
where  b(xn) is the mean of the predictions of the most condent hypotheses,
^ bm(xn) is the prediction of the most condent hypothesis in trial m, M is the
number of trials and N is the number of possible experiment parameters.
In Fig. 5, the performance of the dierent articial experimenter techniques
are shown. The single hypothesis approaches only perform well in the mono-
tonic behaviours shown in (a) and (b), as the cross-validation allows for errors
to be smoothed out quickly. However, in the nonmonotonic behaviour, the sin-
gle hypothesis approaches perform worse, as the features of the behaviours are
smoothed out by the cross-validation, as shown in (d), where the single hypoth-
esis approach misses the majority of the features in the behaviour. On the other
hand, the multiple hypotheses approach using the presented technique, fairs
well in all behaviours. After 15 experiments it has the lowest prediction error
of the techniques tested all three behaviours tested here. However, the multiple
hypotheses approach using random experiment selection, is able to reduce the
error at a faster rate in the nonmonotonic behaviour (c). Whilst as expected,
choosing the single highest peak in the discrepancy equation after each exper-
iment, performs the worst of the multiple hypotheses techniques as expected
throughout, as that approach does not eectively explore the parameter space.
The dierence between the random and multiple peaks experiment selection
strategy, is due to the multiple peaks strategy initially nding the dierences be-
tween hypotheses that poorly represent the underlying behaviour. These early
experiments will investigate discrepancies that will return more general infor-
mation about the behaviour, with it being possible for experiments within a
particular set obtaining similar information. However, as the hypotheses better
represent the underlying behaviour, the discrepancies between the hypotheses
are more likely to indicate where more specic dierences in the hypotheses ex-
ist, for example a smaller peak in the behaviour being investigated. This is whyAn Articial Experimenter for Enzyme Characterisation 53
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Fig.5. Comparison of error over number of actively chosen experiments, where 20%
of the observations are erroneous in (a-c), with comparison to true underlying for (c)
shown in (d). Figures (a-c) correspond to the behaviours in Fig. 4. In (a-c) the lines
represent: single hypothesis - variance (dashed), single hypothesis - random (dash dot),
multiple hypotheses - discrepancy peaks (solid), multiple hypotheses - random (dots),
multiple hypotheses - single max discrepancy (dash dot dot). The multiple hypotheses
technique using the peaks of the discrepancy function provides the lowest error after
15 actively selected experiments consistently. The single hypothesis approach fails to
identify features in nonmonotonic behaviours shown in (d).
in all three of the behaviours tested, the multiple peaks experiment selection
strategy is initially one of the worst performing strategies, but then reduces its
error at a faster rate than any of the other strategies. These results suggest
that the multiple peaks experiment strategy may in some scenarios benet from
additional exploration, before the active strategy begins. Next we consider an
evaluation of the technique within a laboratory setting.
6 Laboratory Evaluation
Further to the simulated evaluation, the articial experimenter has been tested
within a real laboratory setting. Here the articial experimenter has guided
a human scientist to characterise the optical absorbance prole of the coen-
zyme NADH, where the rate of change of absorbance can be compared to the
Beer-Lambert law. NADH is commonly used for monitoring enzymatic catalytic
activity.54 Lovell et al.
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Fig.6. Most condent hypothesis and experiments chosen for NADH absorbance char-
acterisation. A stock solution of 5 mM NADH and a 10 mM Tris buer at pH 8.5 were
prepared. Dilutions of NADH requested by the articial experimenter were produced
by mixing volumes taken from the stock solution and the buer. Measurements of op-
tical absorbance at 340 nm were recorded with a PerkinElmer Lambda 650 UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer to provide the observations. The photometric range of the spec-
trophotometer was 6 A. In (a) the most condent hypothesis after 4 active experiments
is shown, where a slight dip in absorbance has been detected. Further experiments de-
termine this dip does not exist, as shown in (b). The hypothesis identies a linear
region in good agreement with the Beer-Lambert law, whilst also identifying a nonlin-
ear region that is likely caused by nonlinear optical eects, as all measurements are
within the operational range of the spectrophotometer.
To perform the test, the articial experimenter was rst provided the bound-
ary to which it could explore in the parameter space, 0:001{1:5 mM. The param-
eter space was coded to the parameter space used in the simulation, allowing for
same set of smoothing parameters to be used ( = f10;50;150;100;500;1000g).
The articial experimenter requested an initial 5 experiments, placed equidis-
tant within the parameter space. Using the procedure described in Fig.6, the
human scientist performed the experiments as directed, providing the observa-
tions to the articial experimenter. The articial experimenter then presented a
graph of the observations, along with the current best hypothesis, the alternate
hypotheses and the discrepancy amongst them. The articial experimenter was
then allowed to select an additional 10 experiments using the multiple peaks
active experiment selection technique described.
In Fig 6, the results of those experiments are shown. After the initial ex-
ploratory experiments, the articial experimenter identies the key feature that
there is an increase in absorbance between 0.001 and 0.75 mM, that then begins
to level o. The rst active experiment looks at roughly where the increase in
absorbance ends at 0.69 mM, with the observation agreeing with the initial trend
of the data. The second active experiment at 1.23 mM, providing an observation
lower than the initial prediction, makes the articial experimenter consider the
possibility that rather than a leveling o in absorbance, the absorbance lowers
again with a similar rate to that which it increased. The remainder of experi-
ments then look to investigate whether the absorbance lowers or remains largely
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Fig.7. Microuidic chip layered design (left) and photo of prototype chip (right). Reac-
tants ow in channels between the uidic and valve layers, whilst control channels exist
between the valve and glass layers. Pressure on the control channels control whether
uidic channels are open or closed, to allow reactants to pass. On-chip absorbance
measurement will allow for all experimentation to take place on chip.
begins. The hypothesis after 15 experiments matches the expected Beer-Lambert
law rate of change in absorbance prediction, using the indicated extinction co-
ecient of 6.22 at a wavelength of 340 nm [16], as shown in Fig. 6(b).
7 Conclusion
Presented here is an articial experimenter that can direct experimentation in
order to eciently build response models of behaviours, where the number of
experiments possible is limited and the observations are potentially erroneous.
The domain of enzymatic experiments is used to motivate the approach, however
the technique is designed to be general purpose and could be applied to other
experimentation settings where there are similar limiting factors. The technique
uses a multiple hypotheses approach, where dierent views of the observations
are taken simultaneously, in order to deal with the uncertainty that comes from
having potentially erroneous observations and limited resources to test them. A
technique of experiment selection that places experiments in locations of the pa-
rameter space where the hypotheses disagree has been proposed. Whilst this ap-
proach appears to perform consistently across simulated behaviours, perhaps ad-
ditional measures of exploration could be added to the technique, so as to better
manage the exploration-exploitation trade-o. Additionally the approach should
also consider when to terminate experimentation by monitoring the change in
hypotheses over time, rather than using xed numbers of experiments allowed.
The next stage is to couple the articial experimenter with the lab-on-chip
experiment platform in development, which is shown in Fig. 7. This autonomous
experimentation machine, will allow the articial experimenter to request exper-
iments to be performed, which the hardware will automatically perform, return-
ing the result of the experiment back to the computational system. As such, it
will provide a tool for scientists, which will not only allow them to reduce experi-
mentation costs, but will also allow them to redirect their time from monotonous56 Lovell et al.
characterisation experiments, to analysing the results, building theories and de-
termining uses for those results.
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